Prizes and Awards

The list of talent winning prizes and awards spotlights the interdisciplinary character of CityU and demonstrates the breadth and depth of our accomplishments in 2017/18.

Harsh Agrawal (pictured centre) from the School of Creative Media was part of the Oscar-winning team behind Coco, which won Best Animated Feature at the 90th Academy Awards.

Harsh Agrawal (上圖中)為《玩轉極樂園》電影動畫團隊一員，該片贏得第90屆奧斯卡最佳動畫片獎。
Prizes and Awards

Students and Alumni 賽事及校友

Renat Baymukhametov of the School of Law received the CIBA President’s Prize for Outstanding Achievement (2017) by the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb).

Jeffrey Bow Pak-ku, Annie Kwok (程文宜), Ng Kin-chung (伍建榮) and Tsang Yin-fung (陳衍豐) from the Department of Architecture, and Samson Wong Yiu-ting (黃俊明) from the Department of Mechanical Engineering won the Second Class Award in the Category of social enterprise in the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers – Safety Specialist Committee. Wang Ruolan (王若蘭) from the Department of Civil Engineering won the Merit Prize in the same competition.

Several students of the Department of Media and Communication did well in the Hong Kong Creative Public Relations Competition 2018. Chan Cheuk-ying (陳卓凱) from the Department of Energy and Environment received the HKIE Best Paper on Materials 2017 by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

Chan Cheung-hang (陳長亨) from the Department of Pharmacy won Second Prize in the Hong Kong College of Pharmacists (HKCP) (HK); and was Runner-up in the Student Project Awards 2016/2017 by the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) (HK).

Several students of the Department of Media and Communication won awards in various competitions. Lam Hei (黎議希) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Commendation Award of the 2017 TVB Inter-Collegiate Documentary Competition Organised by Television Broadcasts Limited. Mac Chan Ho-tsing (陳浩庭) of the School of Law received the Grand Leadership Award and the Gold Award of the Professional Volunteer Service Accreditation Programme (2018) organised by the Hong Kong Council of Volunteering. Lawrence Chiu (趙俊傑), and Agency for Volunteer Service, and the Gold Award under the 2017 Pro Bono and Community Work Recognition Programme organised by the Law Society of Hong Kong.

Several students of the Department of Media and Communication were the winners of various competitions. Maggie Chan Mei-ki (陳美琪), Yuen Hang-yee (袁杏儀) of the Department of Public Policy and their team won the Best of InnoTeam Award and the Best Climate Innovation Award (2018) of the Zero Carbon Pitch organised by the Jockey Club CarbonCare Open Innovation Lab.

Several students of the Department of Media and Communication were the winners of various competitions. Peter Chan (陳梓良), Cheng Yik-shing (鄭碧晴), and Tang Ka-chung (鄧家聰) of the Department of Electronic Engineering were the winners of the Department of Biomedical Sciences won the HKAML Award for Outstanding Performance by the Hong Kong Association of Medical Laboratories (HKAML).
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Two teams of students of the Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management did well in the HKSQ 2018 Company Based Student Project Competition organised by the Hong Kong Society for Quality (HKSQ). Chan Tsz-lok (陳梓樂), Kwok Oon-hei (郭奐希), So Hiu-ying (蘇曉瑩) and Yu Lai-po (余麗寶) teamed up to win the competition, while Chan Ka-san (陳嘉新), Lam Yuk-chun (林煜峻), Lee Tsz-kwan (李芷筠) and Wong Wing-to (王詠濤) got the first runner-up position.

Judy Chan Wai-shan (陳瑋珊), Cheng Kay (鄭祈), Chiu Ko-shong (趙高爽), Or Hoi-yan (柯愷欣) and Yuki Wong Yuen-kiu (黃琬蕎) of the School of Law teamed up to win the first runner-up and the second best overall memorial in the 2018 Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition – Hong Kong Regional Round organised by the International Law Students Association. Cheng Kay won the Best Oralist in the Competition.

Chan Wing-man (陳穎文) of the School of Creative Media won the Commendation Award of the TVB Inter-Collegiate Documentary Competition (2017) organised by Television Broadcasts Limited.

Chau Long-yin (周朗言) of the Division of Building Science and Technology received the CIOB Hong Kong Outstanding Student Awards 2017/2018 by the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) Hong Kong Section.

Chau Yiu-wing (張耀榮) of the Department of Physics won the Focused Area Award – Robotics & AI in the HKUST–Sino One Million Dollar Entrepreneurship Competition 2018 organised by the HKUST Entrepreneurship Center.
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Chu Man-fai (趙敏輝) of the Division of Building Science and Technology received the ICE Prize for Outstanding Engineering Students 2016/2017 by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE) Building Services Division.

Kristin Choi Nga-sze (蔡雅思) and Natasis Suen Chik-nam (孫夕嵐) of the Department of Marketing won the Mient Prize in Media Campaign 2018 organised by SCIO Asia.

Choi Po-yan (蔡寶欣), Kwan Vanessa (關穎敏), Lam How-woon (林巧 quieres), Oliver Lam Hui-fung, Manda Lo Yat-man (盧奕敏) and Pun Vamika of the School of Law won the Best Claimant Memoranda and the Best Respondent Memoranda in the 15th Annual Willem C. Vis (East) International Commercial Arbitration Moot Held in Hong Kong organised by the Vis East Moot Foundation Ltd. The team also won the Honorable Mention for Werner Melis Award Best Memoranda for Respondent and the Honorable Mention for Pieter Sanders Award Best Memoranda in the 15th Annual Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot organised by the Association for International Arbitration.

Emily Chu Wing-yan (車芷晴), Lui Cheuk-him (梁卓謙) and Tin Tat-kwan (鍾庭健) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering teamed up to win the Excellent Structural Design Award in the 10th Inter-University Invitational Civil Engineering Competition (IUICEC) organised by the University of Macau.

Chung Ka-Iwan (鍾嘉銳) of the School of Creative Media and her team won the Gold Award for the MTR Advertising InnoFestival Creative Contest (2017) organised by JCDecaux Transport.

Chow Kwok-yiu (周國耀) of the Division of Building Science and Technology received the HKIE Prizes and Awards 2016/2017 by The Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) Building Services Division.

Chiu Man-fai (趙敏輝) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Special Inventor Award and the Turkish Inventors and Inventions Association Special Award of the International Invention Innovation Competition in Canada (2017) organised by the Toronto International Society of Innovation & Advanced Skills.

Cui He (崔鶴) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Institute of Engineering & Technology Prizes (2017) by the Institute of Engineering and Technology.

Two teams of CityU students did well in the Hong Kong Undergraduate Financial Planners of the Year Award 2017 organised by the Society of Registered Financial Planners.

Two teams of students from the Department of Media and Communication did well in the First International Contest for Creative Communication of China Story organised by the China International Publishing Group, Department of Higher Education of Ministry of Education, Huazhong University of Science & Technology.
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Chung Wai-man (陳偉文) and Wu Wing-hong (胡永輝) of the Department of Computer Science won the Third Prize in the Digital China and HKUST-BDI Cup “Smart City in Hong Kong” Competition 2017 co-organised by Digital China and the Big Data Institute of the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

Chow Keoke-yu (曹國瑜) of the Division of Building Science and Technology received the CDB Hong Kong Outstanding Student Awards 2016/2017 by The Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) Hong Kong Section.
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Two teams of students from the Department of Media and Communication did well in the First International Contest for Creative Communication of China Story organised by the China International Publishing Group, Department of Higher Education of Ministry of Education, Huazhong University of Science & Technology.

Cui He (崔鶴) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Institute of Engineering & Technology Prizes (2017) by the Institute of Engineering and Technology.

Two teams of students from the Department of Media and Communication did well in the First International Contest for Creative Communication of China Story organised by the China International Publishing Group, Department of Higher Education of Ministry of Education, Huazhong University of Science & Technology.
A team from the Web Mining Lab in the Department of Media and Communication was awarded three prizes in the annual competition of Big Data & Computer Intelligence organised by the China Computer Federation. Duan Zening (段澤宁), Shen Anqi (沈安琪) and Yin Chuang (尹浩謙) were the winners of the First-place Award in "Opinion Mining in the Sino-India Doklam Stand-off Event," one of the 12 designated themes, and the Best Award in Creation and Discovery in the final competition. Chair Professor Jonathan Zhu Jianhua (祝建華講座教授) supervised the team.
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Students from different departments were successful in the EYuAcademy CSR Challenge 2018. Emmanuella Feline and Pan Minwen (潘美鸂) of the Department of Economics and Finance (EF) won the Team Awards (First-place) – Champion and Most Favorite Video (First-place). Ding Xueru (丁雪如) of the Department of Economics and Finance (EF) and Lu Shaoyao (盧文建) of the Department of Accountancy (AC) won the Team Awards (First-place) – First Runner-up. Coda Ho-him (何怡) and Gao Libo (高黎博) of the Department of Management Sciences won the First Runner-up of the Tertiary Group in the Writing Competition organised by the University of Hong Kong.
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A team of students from the School of Creative Media won the First Runner-up prize in the Disney ImagiNations Hong Kong Design Competition 2017. Members of the team included Coda Ho-him (何怡), Ryan Leung Cheuk-hang (盧文建) and Audrey Ng Che-wing (呂美瑤) of the Department of Information Systems won the Top Performing Coders – First Runner-up.

From left: Duan Zening, Shen Anqi, Chair Professor Jonathan Zhu Jianhua and Yin Chuang.
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He Yi (何怡), Ng Hau-yi (黃曉怡), Wen Han (文瀚) and Zhuo Wei (卓維) of the School of Law teamed up to win the Best M&A Deal and the Best M&A Letter of Intent in the 8th Asia-Pacific M&A Most Competition organised by the University of Hong Kong and the China Mergers & Acquisition Association. He Yi and Wen Han also won the Best Team Member and the Best Oralist, respectively.
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Leung Ka-ming (梁家銘) of the Department of Information Systems (IS), Rica Ng Chak-lam (吳澤琳) of the Department of Electronic Engineering, and Thomas Tse Ho-yin (謝灝賢) of the Department of Marketing teamed up to win the First Runner-up in the JOS Innovation Awards 2017/18 organised by Jardine OneSolution (HK) Limited (JOS), while Kwong Sin-man (鄺倩雯) and Liu Chi-wing (劉智賢) of IS won the Most-favored Innovation in the same competition.

Leung Tsz-kin (梁子健) and Wong Cheuk-man (黃卓文) of the School of Creative Media took home the Merit Prize in The One Show China Youth Creative Competition and Creative Workshop (2017) organised by The One Club.

Li Jiaqian (李加乾) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering won the Premier Prize of the Bionic Innovation Competition (2018) organised by the International Society of Bionic Engineering.

Billy Li Kwok-lam (利國林) and Henri Wong Chi-hang (黃智亨), graduates from the School of Creative Media, won the Best Art Direction Award and the Best Visual Effects Award, respectively, at the 37th Hong Kong Film Awards.

Li Wenjuan (李文娟) and Dr Meng Weizhi (蒙威志博士) of the Department of Computer Science received the HKIE Outstanding Paper Award for Young Engineers/Researchers 2017 by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

Lin Xudong (林旭東) and Wu Guangfu (吳廣付) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering won the Student Research Award 2016/2017 by the Hong Kong Medical and Healthcare Device Industries Association.

Several students of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering did well in the Outstanding Final Year Dissertation Awards 2017 by the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors. Kelly Lee Ka-wai (李嘉慧) won the Top Award – Quantity Surveying; Wong Wing-yu (黃穎宇) won the Top Award – Planning and Development; Lai Pui-lam (黎佩霖) won the Second Award – Property and Facility Management; and Yu Ka-in (俞嘉妍) won the Second Award – Quantity Surveying.

Lee Kai-chung (李繼忠), a graduate from the School of Creative Media, took home the Award for Young Artist (Visual Arts) at the Hong Kong Arts Development Awards (2017) organised by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.
Prizes and Awards 　獎項與榮譽

Liu Yucheng (劉宇成), Wu Chung-kit (胡宗傑), and Zou Jie (邹杰) of the Department of Electronic Engineering (EE) won the First Runner-up of the IET Young Professionals Exhibition and Competition – Postgraduate (2017) organised by the Younger Members Section of The Institute of Engineering and Technology Hong Kong, while Hung Faan-hai (洪富熙), also from EE, won the Second Runner-up in the same competition.

Liu Yucheng (劉宇成), Wu Chung-kit (胡宗傑), and Zhu Honggai (朱紅旭) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Merit Award in the International Workshop on System Biology & Biomedical Systems – Devices & System for Consumer Healthcare & Preventive Care (2018) organised by the IEEE Consumer Electronics Society Hong Kong Chapter, and CIE Healthcare & Preventive Care (2018) organised by the IEEE & Biomedical Systems – Devices & System for Consumer Electronics Society Hong Kong Chapter, and CIE Hong Kong.

Mak King-yan (麥景茵) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Best Debater in the Chinese Debating Competition 2017 organised by the Civic Party.

Mak Sin-yu (麥詩琳) of the Department of Information Systems won the Best Student Paper Award in the 11th International Conference on Simulated Evolution and Learning 2017 organised by the IEEE.

Mo Jiezhang (莫傑章) of the Department of Chemistry won the Second Prize of the IEEE EMBS Hong Kong – Macau Joint Chapter Student Paper Competition (2018) organised by the IEEE EMBS Hong Kong – Macau Joint Chapter.

Mok Sze-lam (莫思琳) of the Department of Information Systems and her team won the Hackathon of the Microsoft GirlSpark Camp 2018 co-organised by Microsoft Hong Kong, LinkedIn Hong Kong and The Women’s Foundation.

Nabeel Siddiqui of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Second Prize of the IEEE EMBS Hong Kong – Macau Joint Chapter Student Paper Competition (2018) organised by the IEEE EMBS Hong Kong – Macau Joint Chapter.

Natalie So Pik-wah (宋思瑩) and Priscilla Sung Sze-ying (孫思盈) of the School of Law teamed up to win the Second Best Memorial in the Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court Competition organised by the International Institute of Space Law. Natalie So also won the Second Highest Oralist Award in the competition.
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Reece Wartenberg of the Department of Chemistry won the First Place Oral Presentation Award at the World Aquaculture 2017 organised by the World Aquaculture Society.

Solomon Mensah of the Department of Computer Science won the Best Paper Award in the 2017 IEEE International Conference on Software Quality, Reliability and Security organised by the IEEE Reliability Society.

Mo Jiezhang (莫傑章) of the Department of Chemistry won the Best Oral Presentation Award at the 19th International Symposium on Pollutant Responses in Marine Organisms organised by the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry.
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Xu Xindi (許心笛) of the School of Law won the Best Mooter, the Second Prize, and the Best Memorandum for Defendant in the 2017 SH–HK0150MC Colleges and Universities Most Court Invitational Competition organised by the School of Law, Fudan University, China.

Zita Yuk-yan (黃玉珍) and Zhu Ze (朱澤) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Best Student Paper Award (Third Place) in the International Conference on Electronic Packaging (2017) organised by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

Kenny Yung (容家耀) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Gold Medal in the Multimedia Design Preparedness & Response Institute.

Zhang Jinfeng (張金鳴) of the Department of Chemistry won Second Place in the 14th High Efficiency Power Amplifier & Deposition.

Zhou Xiaoyu (周曉禹) of the Department of Applied Social Sciences and Zhu Qinfeng (朱勤鳳) of the Department of Media and Communication were awarded the Fulbright–RGC Hong Kong Research Scholar Awards by the US Government.

Prizes and Awards

Zhu Qinfeng (朱勤鳳) and Zhou Xiaoyu (周曉禹) of the Department of Applied Social Sciences and Zhu Qinfeng (朱勤鳳) of the Department of Media and Communication were awarded the Fulbright–RGC Hong Kong Research Scholar Awards by the US Government.

Dr Elaine Au Liu Suk-ching (劉淑盈) of the Department of Applied Social Sciences received the Highest Service Hour Silver Award (2017) by the Hong Kong Community Volunteers.

Chair Professor Chan Chi-hou (陳志豪講座教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering received the Outstanding Paper Award in the Cross Strait Quad-Regional Radio Wireless Conference (CSQRWC 2017) organised by the CSQRWC Committee.

Zita Yuk-yan (黃玉珍) and Zhu Ze (朱澤) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Best Student Paper Award (Third Place) in the International Conference on Electronic Packaging (2017) organised by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

Kenny Yung (容家耀) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Gold Medal in the Multimedia Design Preparedness & Response Institute.

Chair Professor Paul Chu Kim-ho (莊珮雯博士) of the School of Creative Media won the Grand Prix (Best Picture Award) in the Osaka Asian Film Festival (2018) organised by the Osaka Executive Committee for the Promotion of Moving Image Culture.

Dr Choi Lyungmae of the Department of Accountancy won the Best Paper Award (2017) in the Auckland Finance Meeting organised by the Auckland Centre for Financial Research.

Mr Derek Chu Sung-kee (趙崇基先生) of the School of Creative Media won the Grand Prix (Best Picture Award) in the Osaka Asian Film Festival (2018) organised by the Osaka Executive Committee for the Promotion of Moving Image Culture.

Dr Choi Lyungmae of the Department of Accountancy won the Best Paper Award (2017) in the Auckland Finance Meeting organised by the Auckland Centre for Financial Research.

Prizes and Awards

Seven faculty members were selected for the list of Highly Cited Researchers announced by Clarivate Analytics for 2017. They are Chair Professor Chen Guanrong (陳關榮講座教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering (Mathematics, Engineering), Chair Professor Paul Chu Kim-ho (莊珮雯博士) of the Department of Materials Science and Engineering (Materials Science), Chair Professor Alex Jen Kwan-yue (陳志豪講座教授) of the Department of Physics (Materials Science); Chair Professor Paul Chu Kim-ho (莊珮雯博士) of the Department of Computer Science (Computer Science); Professor Zhang Qinfeng (陳志豪講座教授) of the Department of Computer Science (Computer Science); and Chair Professor Zhang Qingfu (張青富教授) of the Department of Mathematics (Mathematics).

Dr Melody Chong Pui-man (董寶雯博士) of the Department of Asian and International Studies received the Best Reviewer Award (2018) by the Journal of World Business.

Dr Stephenson Chau Po-yeo (趙博媒體博士) of the School of Law received the Young Scholar Prize 2017 by the International & Comparative Law Quarterly.

Chair Professor Paul Chu Kim-ho (莊珮雯博士) of the Department of Materials Science and Engineering and the Department of Physics received the First Class Award (Natural Science) in the 2017 Higher Education Outstanding Scientific Research Output Awards (Science and Technology) of the Ministry of Education, China, and the Best Poster Award in the 14th International Conference on Plasma Based Ion Implantation & Deposition.

Chair Professor Zhou Ding-xuan (周定軒講座教授) of the Department of Computer Science (Computer Science); and Chair Professor Paul Chu Kim-ho (莊珮雯博士) of the Department of Materials Science and Engineering and the Department of Physics received the First Class Award (Natural Science) in the 2017 Higher Education Outstanding Scientific Research Output Awards (Science and Technology) of the Ministry of Education, China, and the Best Poster Award in the 14th International Conference on Plasma Based Ion Implantation & Deposition.

Chair Professor Zhou Ding-xuan (周定軒講座教授) of the Department of Computer Science (Computer Science); and Chair Professor Paul Chu Kim-ho (莊珮雯博士) of the Department of Materials Science and Engineering and the Department of Physics received the First Class Award (Natural Science) in the 2017 Higher Education Outstanding Scientific Research Output Awards (Science and Technology) of the Ministry of Education, China, and the Best Poster Award in the 14th International Conference on Plasma Based Ion Implantation & Deposition.
Chair Professor Gary Feng Gang (馮剛講座教授) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering, Chair Professor Cheng Shuk Han (鄭淑嫻講座教授) of the College of Veterinary Medicine and Life Sciences, Dr Ron Yau-kei Chi-wai (祁啟偉博士) of the Department of Information Systems, Dr Linda Lai Chi-han (賴偉超博士) of the School of Creative Media, and Dr Eva Lai So Yuk-yuen (陸炳林博士) of the Management Board Secretariat received the 2017 Team Award for Teaching Excellence from the University Grants Committee.

Chair Professor Gary Feng Gang (馮剛講座教授) and Dr Liu Lu (劉璐博士) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering won the Shimomura Young Author Prize in the 11th Asian Control Conference organised by the Asian Control Association, while Dr Liu also won the Zhang Si-Ying Outstanding Youth Paper Award in the 30th Chinese Control and Decision Conference organised by the IEEE Systems Control Society.

Dr Gavin Feng Guanha (馮冠豪博士) of the Department of Management Sciences won the AQR Insight Award (2018) by the AQR Capital Management.

Professor David Hampson of the Department of Infectious Diseases and Public Health was awarded the Glnuth Prize (2018) by the Australian Veterinary Association.

Dr Max Hattler of the School of Creative Media was the winner of the International Competition of Abstract and Non-Narrative Animation in the Anifilm Awards (2018) organised by the Construction Industry Council (CIC).

Dr Jacky Keung Wai (馮剛博士) of the Department of Computer Science won the HKIE Outstanding Paper Award for Young Engineers/Researchers (2017) presented by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

Dr Linda Lai Chi-han (賴偉超博士) of the School of Creative Media received the Hong Kong Arts Development Awards (2017) – Artist of the Year (Media Arts) by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.

Dr King Lai Wai-chiu (賴偉超博士) and Dr Luk Bing-lam (陸炳林博士) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering won the Second Prize (Construction Safety) in the CIC Construction Innovation Award 2017 organised by the Construction Industry Council (CIC).

Dr Kim Eun-hee of the Department of Accountancy won the Best Paper Award in the 2018 Midyear Meeting of the Management Accounting Section of the American Accounting Association, and the Best Doctoral Dissertation Award (2018) by the American Accounting Association.

Dr Kim Kyoung-yong (金鎬鎬博士) of the Department of Management won the Best Presentation Award in the 2017 Conference on Commitment organised by the Ohio State University, US.

Dr Kwok Lam-for (郭琳科博士) of the Department of Computer Science won the HKIE Outstanding Paper Award for Young Engineers/Researchers (2017) presented by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

Dr Kim Eun-hee of the Department of Accounting won the Best Paper Award in the 2018 Midyear Meeting of the Management Accounting Section of the American Accounting Association, and the Best Doctoral Dissertation Award (2018) by the American Accounting Association.

Dr Devon Lau Tak-bun (劉特斌博士) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering won the Young Engineer of the Year Award – Certificate of Merits (2018) by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE), and the R&D Award – Commendation Merit (2018) by the HKIE Structural Division.

Dr Patrick Lee Kwan-hon (李冠鈞博士) and Dr Carol Lin Sze-ki (林思琪博士) of the School of Energy and Environment received the BESS Achievement Award 2018 by the BioEnergy Society of Singapore (BESS).

Dr Charles Leung Ka-yui (梁嘉敏博士) of the Department of Economics and Finance received the GCREC 2017 Annual Conference Best Paper Award (Second Prize) by the Global Chinese Real Estate Congress (GCREC).

Dr David Leung Ka-yui (梁嘉敏博士) of the Department of Economics and Finance received the GCREC 2017 Annual Conference Best Paper Award (Second Prize) by the Global Chinese Real Estate Congress (GCREC).

Dr Liang Lim (梁嘉敏博士) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Top Faculty Paper Award (First Place), Cultural and Critical Studies Division, of the 2018 Annual AEJMC Conference organised by the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (AEJMC).

Dr Devon Lau Tak-bun (劉特斌博士) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering won the Young Engineer of the Year Award – Certificate of Merits (2018) by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE), and the R&D Award – Commendation Merit (2018) by the HKIE Structural Division.

Dr Patrick Lee Kwan-hon (李冠鈞博士) and Dr Carol Lin Sze-ki (林思琪博士) of the School of Energy and Environment received the BESS Achievement Award 2018 by the BioEnergy Society of Singapore (BESS).

Dr Charles Leung Ka-yui (梁嘉敏博士) of the Department of Economics and Finance received the GCREC 2017 Annual Conference Best Paper Award (Second Prize) by the Global Chinese Real Estate Congress (GCREC).

Dr David Leung Ka-yui (梁嘉敏博士) of the Department of Economics and Finance received the GCREC 2017 Annual Conference Best Paper Award (Second Prize) by the Global Chinese Real Estate Congress (GCREC).

Dr Liang Lim (梁嘉敏博士) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Top Faculty Paper Award (First Place), Cultural and Critical Studies Division, of the 2018 Annual AEJMC Conference organised by the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (AEJMC).
Prizes and Awards

Chair Professor Lu Jian (呂堅講座教授) of the Department of Materials Science and Engineering and the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering received the 12th Guanghua Engineering Science and Technology Award (2018) by the Chinese Academy of Engineering, the Excellent Product Prize in the China Hi-tech Fair 2017 by the Ministries and Commissions of the national government and Shenzhen Municipal People’s Government, and the Special Gold Prize of the Second China University Scientific and Technological Achievement Fair (2018) by the Ministry of Education, China.

Dr Barbara Padojino of the Department of Infectious Diseases and Public Health received the 2018 Animal Welfare Award by the Animal Transport Association, and the Best Poster Award at the 15th World Equine Veterinary Association Conference organised by the World Equine Veterinary Association.

Chair Professor Stella Pang (彭慧芝講座教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering received the Best Poster Award (2017) in the International Conference on Micro and Nano Engineering organised by MNE 2017 Committee.

Chair Professor Stella Pang (彭慧芝講座教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering received the Best Poster Award (2017) in the International Conference on Micro and Nano Engineering organised by MNE 2017 Committee.

Dr Sun Hongyi (孫洪義博士) of the Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management received the 2017 Global Engineering Education Award by the Industrial Engineering and Operations Management (IIEOM) Society.

Chair Professor Nora Tam Fung-yee (譚鳳儀講座教授) of the Department of Chemistry was awarded an Honorary University Fellowship (2017) by the Open University of Hong Kong.

Dr Peter Tsang Wai-ming (曾偉明博士) of the Department of Electronic Engineering was awarded the Outstanding Reviewer (2018) by the Chinese Laser Press, and the Best Editor Award (2017) by ICT Express, Elsevier.

Professor Wang Jun (王軍波教授) of the Department of Economics and Finance received the 2017 JFR Outstanding Article Award by the Journal of Financial Research.

Chair Professor Wang Xunli (王循理講座教授) of the Department of Physics was elected Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (2017).

Chair Professor Yang Tong (楊彤講座教授) of the Department of Mathematics was elected Foreign Fellow of the European Academy of Sciences (2018).

Chair Professor Nora Tam Fung-yee (譚鳳儀講座教授) of the Department of Chemistry was awarded an Honorary University Fellowship (2017) by the Open University of Hong Kong.

Dr Peter Tsang Wai-ming (曾偉明博士) of the Department of Electronic Engineering was awarded the Outstanding Reviewer (2018) by the Chinese Laser Press, and the Best Editor Award (2017) by ICT Express, Elsevier.

Chair Professor Stella Pang (彭慧芝講座教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering received the Best Poster Award (2017) in the International Conference on Micro and Nano Engineering organised by MNE 2017 Committee.

Dr Yau Yung (邱勇博士) of the Department of Public Policy was selected as the 2016 ASCE Outstanding Reviewer (2017) by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), and received the 2017 Best Paper Award in the First Asian Social Sciences and Business Research Conference (ASGBRC) organised by the ASSBRC Committee.